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Abstract 
The present study is concerned with the estimation of shape parameter of Kumaraswamy Distribution using 
various Bayesian approximation techniques like normal approximation, Lindley’s Approximation, Tierney and 
Kadane (T-K) Approximation. Different informative and non-informative priors are used to obtain the Baye’s 
estimate of parameter of Kumaraswamy Distributions under different approximation techniques. For comparing 
the efficiency of the obtained results a simulation study is carried out using R-software. 




Kumaraswamy (1980) developed a general probability density function for double bounded random 
processes, which is known as Kumaraswamy’s distribution. This distribution is applicable to many natural 
phenomena whose outcomes have lower and upper bounds, such as the heights of individuals, scores obtained on 
a test, atmospheric temperatures, hydrological data, etc. The probability distribution function and the cumulative 
distribution function of Kumaraswamy distribution is given as 
;10;)1();;( 11   xxxxf                                                   (1.1) 
1)1(1)(  xxF  
where 0,  are the shape parameters of the distribution. The pdf of kumaraswamy distribution can be 
unimodal, increasing, decreasing or constant, depending on the values of the parameters. The Kumaraswamy 
distribution is very similar to the Beta distribution, but has the important advantage of an invertible closed form 
cumulative distribution function. Nadarajah (2008) has pointed out that Kumaraswamy’s distribution is a special 
case of the three parameter beta distribution. Jones (2009) explored the genesis of the Kumraswamy distribution 
and made some similarities and differences between the beta and Kumaraswamy distributions. It has many of the 
same properties as the beta distribution but has some advantages in terms of tractability. Sundar and Subbiah 
(1989), Fletcher and Ponnambalam (1996), Seifi et al. (2000), Ponnambalam et al. (2001) considered this 
distribution for interests in hydrology and related areas.  
Gholizadeh et al. (2011a, 2011b) studied classical and Bayesian estimators of the kumaraswamy 
distribution using grouped and un-grouped data, also studied Bayesian and non-Bayesian estimators for the 
shape parameter, reliability and failure rate functions of the Kumaraswamy distribution in the cases of 
progressively type II censored samples. Mostafa et al. (2014) produced a study in Estimation for parameters of 
the Kumaraswamy distribution based on general progressive type II censoring. These estimates are derived using 
the maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches. Mustafa et al. (2012a, 2012b) reviewed some results that 
have been derived on record values for based on m records from Kumaraswamy’s distribution and derived 
estimators for the two parameters using the maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches and also studied 
classical and Bayesian estimation of P(Y < X) for it. 
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The kumaraswamy distribution has not been discussed in detail under the Bayesian approach. Our 
present study aims to obtain the Bayesian estimators for the shape parameter of the kumaraswamy distribution 
based on Bayesian approximation techniques. A simulation study has also been conducted along with concluding 
remarks. 
 
2. Normal Approximation:  
If the posterior distribution  xP |  is unimodal and roughly symmetric, it is convenient to 
approximate it by a normal distribution centered at the mode, yielding the approximation 
     1ˆ,ˆ~|  INxP  












I                                                                                               (2.1) 
If the mode,
 
ˆ  is in the interior parameter space, then  I
 
is positive; if ˆ  is a vector parameter, then   I
  
is a matrix. 
Some good sources on the topic is provided by Ahmad et.al (2007, 2011) discussed Bayesian analysis 
of exponential distribution and gamma distribution using normal and Laplace approximations. Sultan et al. 
(2015) obtained the Baye’s estimates under different informative and non-informative priors of shape parameter 
of Topp-Leone Distribution using Bayesian approximation techniques 
In our study the normal approximations of kumaraswamy distribution under different priors is be obtained 
as under: 














                                                                                           
(2.2) 
Under Jeffrey’s prior  /1)( g , the posterior distribution for   is as 








                                                         
(2.3) 
Log posterior is TnxP   ln)1(constantln)|(ln  
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(2.4) 
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g , the posterior distribution for   is as 
Tn exP   2/3)|(                                                                                                                          (2.5) 
Log posterior TnxP   ln)2/3(constantln)|(ln  
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(2.6) 
Under gamma prior 0;0,;)( 1     baeg ba
 
where a, b are the known hyper parameters. The 
posterior distribution for   is as 
)(1)|( Tban exP  
                                                                                              
(2.7) 
Log posterior is )(ln)1(constantln)|(ln TbanxP    
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NxP                                                                                  (2.8) 







 , where r is the known hyper parameter, thus 












                                                                                              
(2.9) 
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NxP                                                                              (2.10) 
3. Lindley’s Approximation: 
Sometimes, the integrals appearing in Bayesian estimation can’t be reduced to closed form and it becomes 
tedious to evaluate of the posterior expectation for obtaining the Baye’s estimators. Thus, we propose the use of 
Lindley’s approximation method (1980) for obtaining Baye’s estimates. Lindley developed an asymptotic 
approximation to the ratio 
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                                                                            (3.1) 
where )(),,....,( 1  Lm  is the logarithmic of likelihood function, )(h & )(U  are arbitrary functions 
of  &  represents the space range of  . Thus }|)({ xhEI   can be evaluated as  








)ˆ(  hLUhhhI                                                     (3.2) 
In particular, if 0)(;1)(;)(   hhh  

















2 ))ˆ((ˆ   L ; )(ln)(  gU   
Thus, for Kumaraswamy Distribution Lindley’s approximation for shape parameter   under Jeffrey’s prior, 
modified Jeffrey’s prior, gamma prior and inverse levy prior can be obtained as  
From (2.2)  
T
n





















































Under Jeffrey’s prior  /1)( g , nTUU /)ˆ(;ln)(    
If 0)(;1)(;)(   hhh  
Thus Lindley’s approximation for  from (4.3) is obtained as 
T
n
xE   ˆ)|(
                                                                                                               
(3.4) 

























   
Thus Lindley’s approximation for  from (4.3) is obtained as 
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(3.5) 
Under gamma prior 0;0,;)( 1     baeg ba  where a, b are the known hyper parameters. 
n
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(3.6) 



































                                                                                                  
(3.7) 
4. T-K Approximation: 
Laplace’s method uses asymptotic arguments in the development of new simulation techniques. From (4.2) 
it may be observed that Lindley’s approximation requires evaluation of third order partial derivatives of 
likelihood function which may be cumbersome to compute when the parameter   is a vector valued parameter. 

















                                                                                      (4.1) 
where )|(ln)ˆ( xPhn   ; )(ln)|(ln)ˆ( **  hxPhn  ; 
    12 )ˆ(ˆ   hn ;   1**2* )ˆ(ˆ   hn  
Thus, for Topp-Leone Distribution Laplace approximation for shape parameter  can be calculated as  
Under uniform prior  /1)( g , the posterior distribution for  is given in (2.3) 








































n 1ˆ   
now )(ln)()( **  hhnhn  Tn **ln)(    
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g , the posterior distribution for  is given in (2.5)  
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* 2/1ˆ   
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Under Gamma prior 0;0,;)( 1     baeg ba ; the posterior distribution for  is given in (2.7)  









































now )(ln)()( **  hhnhn 
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 the posterior distribution for  is given in (2.9)  






















































































































































































































In our simulation study we have generated a sample of sizes n=25, 50, 100 to observe the effect of 
small, medium, and large samples on the estimators. The results are replicated 5000 times and the average of the 
results has been presented in the tables. To examine the performance of Bayesian estimates for shape parameter 
of kumaraswamy distribution under different approximation techniques, estimates are presented along with 
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Table1: Posterior estimates and posterior standard deviation (in parenthesis) under normal 
approximation:
 





Gamma prior Inverse levy prior 
































































































































































Table2: Posterior estimates and MSE under Lindley’s approximation: 





Gamma prior Inverse levy prior 
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Table3: Posterior estimates and posterior standard deviation (in parenthesis) under T-K approximation:
 





Gamma prior Inverse levy prior 

































































































































































In this paper the focus was to study the importance of Bayesian approximation techniques. We 
presented approximate to Bayesian integrals of Kumarswamy distribution depending upon numerical integration 
and simulation study and showed how to study posterior distribution by means of simulation study. From the 
findings of above tables it can be observed that the large sample distribution could be improved when prior is 
taken into account. In all cases normal approximation, Lindley’s approximation, T-K approximation, Bayesian 
estimates under informative priors are better than those under non-informative priors especially the Inverse levy 
distribution proves to be efficient with minimum posterior standard deviation and mean square error in case of 
Lindley’s approximation. In case of non-informative priors modified Jeffrey’s prior proves to be efficient. We 
observe that under informative as well as non- informative priors, the normal approximation behaves well than 
T-K approximation, although the posterior variances in case of T-K approximation are very close to that of 
normal approximation. Further we conclude that the posterior standard deviation based on different priors tends 
to decrease with the increase in sample size. It implies that the estimators obtained are consistent. It can also be 
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